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Daniel Burnham’s vision of a classical revival in the World’s Columbian Exposition of 1893 
brought ancient Roman triumph with its captives and spoils to Chicago, Illinois. Burnham’s 
restorative urban utopia used Beaux-Arts architecture in the exposition’s White City that evoked 
the image of Roman triumphal processions. Beaux-Arts architecture did not extend into the 
Midway Plaisance, however, the model of Roman triumph extended into the ethnographic 
exhibits. By examining the ethnographic exhibits of the Midway as a version of a Roman 
triumphal procession, the exhibits highlighted novel types of captivity through sponsorships, 
wages, and erasure. Illustrations of American imperialism in the Columbian Exposition were 
reliant on performative displays of captivity and spoils to anchor itself to successful Roman 
imperialism. Burnham’s restorative urban utopia was an attempt to reestablish pride in 
America’s built environment and restore a connection to a distant Roman lineage. I reveal the 
Columbian Exposition's triumphal procession by examining its comparative relationship to 
ancient Roman triumphal processions through the White City's architecture and the Midway 
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In February 2020, the Trump administration was considering an executive order to 
“Make Federal Buildings Beautiful Again.” The executive order would force all federal 
buildings to follow the work of Greek and Roman architects. This document originated from the 
National Civic Art Society (NCAS), a small Washington nonprofit, which prioritize classical 
tradition in design and argued that contemporary architecture, such as the late 20th century 
Brutalist and Deconstructivist styles, had degraded the built environment.1 This was strongly 
opposed by the American Institute of Architects (AIA), whose EVP/Chief Executive Officer 
Robert Ivy released a statement arguing that buildings must be designed to serve their 
populations and a mandated style removes that possibility.2 The executive order was ultimately 
ignored but the clear desire for a classical revival remain. What influenced past classical revivals 
in the early 20th century provides a greater understanding as to why the desire remains in the 21st 
century. 
The City Beautiful movement was a dominant and motivating force for Beaux-Arts 
architecture in American urban design from 1893 to 1917.3 What sparked this movement was the 
World’s Columbian Exposition of 1893 with Daniel Burnham’s usage of Beaux-Arts architecture 
in the exposition’s White City (see Figure 1). The World’s Columbian Exposition was divided 
into two sections, the White City and the Midway Plaisance. The exposition celebrated the 400th 
anniversary of Christopher Columbus’s arrival to North America. 
                                                          
1 Hurley, “Trump’s Bizarre Plan.”  
2 Architect Staff, “AIA to Derail Trump’s.”  
3 HINES, “The Imperial Mall," 79. 
Beaux-Arts architecture was an architectural style taught in Paris that used ancient Greek and Roman theories of 
harmony to create monumental buildings. 
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Through the lens of Roman triumph and their triumphal processions, it shared that Burnham’s 
restorative urban utopia was an American triumphal procession with the created “other”, or 
Native American, as an epoch to white success. The World’s Columbian Exposition of 1893's 
triumphal procession is revealed by examining its comparative relationship to ancient Roman 
triumphal processions through the White City's architecture and the Midway Plaisance's 
ethnographic exhibits. 
Figure 1: World's Columbian Exposition, Court of Honor in the White City. Courtesy of the Ryerson & Burnham Archives 
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The Columbian Exposition was hosted in Chicago, Illinois, and was part of a series of 
world fairs that occurred in the 19th century. As a major crossroad for railroads, Chicago was 
chosen due to its prime positionality as a commercial hub and industrial growth in the middle of 
America’s Gilded Age.4 These world fairs were an opportunity for the hosting nation to illustrate 
their successes and wealth to their local and global community. The construction and material 
acquisition for the exposition alone shared America’s access to resources and industrial 
manufacturing. The exposition consisted of over 600 acres of land, 20,000 tons of iron, 
70,000,000 feet of wood, and the approximate total cost for construction and implementation was 
$27 million.5  
The Columbian Exposition was coordinated and planned by a team of architects, 
planners, and engineers. F. L. Olmsted & Co. was hired as the consulting landscape architects 
and Daniel Burnham with Fredrick Olmstead as consulting architects.6 Daniel Burnham, an 
urban planner and architect, was later appointed as the chief of construction for the exposition. 
He became the head of the entire project as his responsibilities ranged from architecture and 
sculpture to transportation and sewers. He shared his responsibilities with his closest colleagues, 
such as Fredrick Olmstead. Burnham was a graduate of École des Beaux-Arts in Paris, which 
placed heavy emphasis on ancient Greek and Roman architecture. Before the Columbian 
Exposition, there was a great divide between architectural preferences in the city of Chicago. The 
                                                          
4 BURG, “CHICAGO,” 48. 
5 BURG, “THE GREATEST FAIR,” 81. 
6 BURG, "THE GREATEST FAIR," 75. 
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Great Chicago Fire (1871) contributed to this divide. The fire destroyed 2000 acres of land and 
left 18,000 people homeless which accounted for nearly 6% of Chicago’s population.7  
From this fire came the evolution of the “commercial style”, or Chicago style of architecture 
created by John Wellborn Root and was characterized by steel-frame buildings with masonry 
cladding and limited exterior ornamentation (see Figure 2).8 Burnham was against this emerging 
                                                          
7 BURG, "CHICAGO," 45. 
8 BURG, "CHICAGO," 51. 
Figure 2: Marshall Field and Co. Wholesale Store in Chicago Style Architecture. Courtesy of the Ryerson & Burnham Archives 
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style in Chicago and claimed that its individualistic or original form would create a greater 
divide in American cities. Burnham’s White City hoped to bridge this divide and create a unified 
national identity. On one side, many architects argued that architectural forms should evolve 
organically, without paying allegiance to the historical premise of architecture.9 John W. Root, 
the original planning architect for the Columbian Exposition, had been the greatest advocate for 
new architecture and was strongly against any classical revival. After Root’s untimely death in 
1891, Burnham and his fellow associates had taken planning leadership for the exposition and 
were able to push the classical revival without resistance.10 
Daniel Burnham believed that respectable American architecture should be consonant 
with America's new international prominence. He mentioned that American architecture should 
share historical similarities with and connect a far-reaching lineage to the Greco-Roman world.11 
A lifeline reaching back to the ancient Greeks and Romans was consistently done in American 
politics and planning. During the Antebellum period, the ancient Greeks and Romans were often 
evoked in times of public upheaval or as a form of measurement for American success.12 Ancient 
Roman imperialism was frequently mentioned as American politicians, such as Noah Webster 
(1758-1843) an American lexicographer and political writer who viewed westward expansion as 
an extension of the much-admired Roman expansion.13 By the late 19th century, classical 
relevance had faded causing concern among multiple architects that favored the Greco-Roman 
imagination. The firm of McKim, Mead, and White was part of the group that believed in 
historical consistency and composed primarily of École des Beaux-Arts Paris graduates.14 The 
                                                          
9 Klare, “Imperial America,” 273. 
10 Klare, 275. 
11 Klare, 272. 
12 RICHARD "Classics in America," 105. 
13 RICHARD, 113. 
14 Klare, 271. 
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firm’s style focused on revitalizing classical style as the predominant architectural style of 
America.15 Burnham, inspired by the works created by this firm, hired them for the construction 
design of the Columbian Exposition.  
Burnham’s restorative urban utopia used ancient Roman triumph as the ideal harmonious 
model instead of changing the urban to be environmentally balanced. With the efforts made to 
the Columbian Exposition to reestablish classical virtues, Burnham had created a version of a 
restorative urban utopia. Restorative utopias is a theory of planning that attempted to restore 
values about community and order.16 The idea of restorative utopias began in the late 19th 
century in Europe and North America as the upheaval from free-market capitalism grew which 
increased political unrest, overcrowding, inadequate sanitation, and high mortality rates.17 
Restorative utopias at this time were commonly envisioned as taking a highly urbanized and 
polluted environment and transforming it into a garden landscape. William Morris, a British poet 
and writer, wrote News from Nowhere in 1890, in which he described his ideal environment of 
what is now considered a restorative utopia. Out of disgust for bourgeois London, he wrote of an 
environmentally balanced world where there were clear streets without slums and large cities 
replaced with fields and gardens.18 The heart of the World’s Columbian Exposition, the White 
City, was an opportunity for planners to illustrate the ideal built environment with its 
accompanying new values. This was especially important given the political upheaval of the late 
19th century in Chicago, including the Haymarket Riot (1886). This riot was a result of poor 
                                                          
15 Waldek, “Grand Buildings.”  
A few of their famous past projects include the Washington Square Arch in New York’s Greenwich Village modeled 
after a Roman triumphal arch and the original Pennsylvania Station in New York (demolished in 1963) modeled 
after the Baths of Caracalla. 
16 Pinder, “Restorative Utopias,” 31. 
17 Pinder, 31. 
18 Pinder, 30. 
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labor laws that created demands for an 8-hour workday as opposed to 10-hours and these laws 
were in direct response to a rapidly growing economy.19 As police entered the crowd of 
protesting laborers, a bomb had gone off and killed several officers and injured multiple 
protesters. The social and political climate in Chicago was incredibly divided given the Great 
Fire and then the Haymarket riot. Restorative utopias commonly address these divisions in an 
urban environment by transforming it into a garden city, however, the White City did not make 
this change. Instead, the White City’s restorative characteristics were created through its hyper-
urbanized Beaux-Arts built environment.  
Burnham’s American past included the fabrication of a far-reaching lineage with the 
Roman Empire as illustrated by the White City’s Beaux-Arts built environment. The extensive 
use of Roman triumphal imagery in its architecture made the Columbian Exposition a restorative 
urban utopia. The restorative urban utopia, created outside of its traditional framework, was used 
as a political tool that increased favor for the United States internationally and united the 
American public through selected representations of the “civilized” indigenous people. The use 
of Roman triumphal imagery in the White City’s architecture allowed Daniel Burnham’s 
restorative urban utopia to be viewed as an Americanized Roman triumphal procession. Framing 
the Midway as the triumphal procession of American success highlighted its already exploitative 
nature and its attempt to reestablish a social order through indigenous assimilation. 
                                                          









Figure 3: East view of the Peristyle and Columbus Quadriga at the World’s Columbian Exposition of 1893 in Chicago, Illinois 
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Daniel Burnham, chief of construction, wanted the Columbian Exposition to evoke 
imagery of the ancient Romans that directed the claim of a far-reaching history. The White 
City’s built environment assisted in that claim. Of the several buildings in the White City, the 
Peristyle, designed by Charles B. Atwood, directly brought Roman triumph to the exposition. 
The Peristyle was located in the heart of the White City, the Court of Honor. The Peristyle is so-
named because it is framed by 48 Corinthian-styled columns, to represent the 48 states in 1893 
(see Figure 3).20 The Peristyle was just one part of the sprawling White City within the World’s 
Columbian Exposition and completed the eastern side of the Court of Honor by connecting the 
Music Hall to the north and the Casino to the west.21 The Court of Honor created a seemingly 
closed structure with the Peristyle at one end and the Administration Building at the other. The 
buildings were structured in similar style and proportioned to one another which created a much-
celebrated harmony in the built environment.22  Upon initial inspection of the White City, visitor 
Schuyler Van Rensselaer mentioned that “…the harmony thus revealed on so grand a scale and 
with such richness of decoration…the items of beauty and impressiveness…has not been 
paralleled since the Rome of the emperors stood intact.”23 The White City for all its grandeur of 
scale and wealth was commonly compared to ancient Greece and Rome. This was unsurprising 
given the vast amount of classical architecture in the White City. Through this particular style of 
architecture, Burnham used well-known historical societies and adopted them in the built 
environment to reestablish classical virtues to the American landscape in the late 19th century. 
The arch at the center of the Peristyle resembled an ancient Roman triumphal arch. During 
the exposition, there had been multiple comparisons between the Peristyle’s arch and the Arc De 
                                                          
20 BURG, “A WORLD’S FAIR,” 119. 
21 Flinn, Official Guide, 192. 
22 BURG, "A WORLD'S FAIR," 117. 
23 BURG, "A WORLD'S FAIR," 115. 
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Triomphe in Paris along with the Brandenburg Gate in Berlin at the time of its construction.24 
The arch is ultimately from ancient Roman triumphal architecture, specifically their triumphal 
arches. Roman triumphal arches were honorific and erected in celebration of the emperor and his 
extended family by the senate in response to a successful war abroad.25 The arch was also a way 
to visually showcase the achievements of the emperor that was easily accessible to the Roman 
public as it was part of their daily built environment.26 The triumphal arch, from each direction, 
presented different images that fit within the larger Roman lived experience, such as religious 
features and emperors victorious in battle27. 
Triumphal arches were landmarks of militaristic success in the ancient Roman imagination 
and were associated with Roman triumphal processions. Triumphal processions were parade-like 
celebrations that consisted of the emperor and his soldiers going through Rome with the captives 
and spoils from war.28 This included captured prisoners and stolen cultural relics that were on 
display for the Roman public to witness through an elaborate performance of music, color, and 
wealth.29 The triumphs were a political tool that increased favor for the emperor and reaffirmed a 
national identity for the Roman public as it was considered a joint celebration for all of Rome. 
During a triumphal procession, one of the ways that the emperor triumphator and his army were 
easily identified was by the laurel wreaths crowning their heads. There was no confusion 
between who were the Romans and the captives during the celebration. Because of this, the 
                                                          
24 Scientific American, “THE WORLD’S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION.”   
Source lists different arches that could come to the mind of an American tourist as view the Peristyle. There are no 
sources that directly cite Atwood’s inspiration for the Peristyle’s arch. 
25 WALLACE-HADRILL, “ROMAN ARCHES AND GREEK HONOURS,” 144. 
26 Brilliant, “Arch of Septimius Severus,” 35. 
27 Popkin, “Symbiosis and Civil War,” 43. 
28 BEARD, “PROLOGUE:,” 1. 
29 Ostenberg, Staging the World, 1. 
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created difference between the Romans and the captives developed an “othering” effect that 
allowed the Roman public to realign themselves in favor of the triumphant army.30 
The Peristyle in the White City used the iconography of Roman triumphal arches to convey a 
narrative of American triumph through the extension of their far-reaching Roman lineage. This 
narrative functions as Roman triumph. The Peristyle’s arch decoration reimagined Roman 
triumph through stripped images, or seemingly nonviolent images, of westward imperialism. 
These stripped images contained layers of Christianity and divine righteousness. When compared 
to Roman triumphal imagery, it becomes clear that the Peristyle’s triumphal arch and its 
accompanying inscriptions and statues served the same purpose as its Roman ancestor—to be a 
physical representation of victory over a demonstrated “other.”  Although it contained no visual 
representations of violence through conquest, the arch is still riddled with it. The Peristyle 
contained multiple winged victories, Corinthian columns, and a quadriga on top with Christopher 
Columbus as triumphator. The aforementioned were all recognizable elements of ancient Roman 
triumphal iconography and represented ideas of conquest, spoils, and victory. The Peristyle’s 
arch and the Roman predecessors still conveyed the same idea of conquest, but without the 
depiction of explicit violence. This particular aspect created a visually stripped version of a 
triumphal arch, where captives and visual conquest were hidden behind religious inscriptions and 
physical distance from their audience. By doing this, it could weave its narrative through the 
inclusion of Christopher Columbus’s voyage, the “Genius of Navigation” which was the statue 
series lining the entire top of the Peristyle, and past western explorers while claiming a powerful 
and far-reaching past as their own. 
 
                                                          




The Peristyle’s Triumphal Arch 
 
The Peristyle’s triumphal arch contained one central archway and four decorative Corinthian 
columns. Additional key architectural elements were the decorated spandrel and the two large 
projecting sculptures on the front. The spandrel contained winged victories. In ancient Roman 
iconography, winged victories represented victory and triumph. They were commonly seen on 
triumphal arches, such as on the arch of Emperor Septimius Severus, 145-211 CE (see Figure 4). 
Figure 4: Arch of Septimius Severus, Rome. Winged Victory. Image by Joonas Lyytinen. Licensed under the Creative 
Commons Attribution 2.5 Generic license. 
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As the purpose of the Peristyle’s triumphal arch was to celebrate western explorers, having the 
winged victories in the spandrel associated militaristic triumph with the act of discovery. They 
are often depicted as fully draped women, wings outstretched, and one arm seen carrying an 
object, such as a trophy or wreath.31  
Outside of the Peristyle’s spandrel, there were other depictions of winged victories, including 
the two free-standing sculptures of winged victories, which are identified by inscriptions as 
Navigation and Discovery.32  
 
The statues each lean forward, with one arm and one leg outstretched opposite from one another 
(see Figure 5). Unlike the Victories in the spandrels, which each held a trophy and wreath, 
Discovery’s left arm pointed forward and she carried an oar in her right hand (see Figure 6). 
Navigation carried a torch in her right hand and an oar in her left. They were arranged as mirror 
                                                          
31 Brilliant, “Arch of Septimius Severus,” 48. 
32 Scientific American, "TRIUMPHAL ARCH AND PERISTYLE.” 
Figure 5:  Zoomed in east view of Discovery (left) and Navigation (right) 
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images where their outstretched legs and oars were facing away from the arch’s center. Both 
statues stood on a sphere, which represented the globe. 
 
Figure 6: Frontal view of statue Glorification of Discovery in the studio. Courtesy of the Ryerson & Burnham Archives. 
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The iconography of the winged Victory on a globe is well attested in ancient Rome, such as 
when Emperor Augustus placed a winged victory positioned on a globe inside the Curia Julia.33 
In that case, it was meant to represent triumph over the world. The globe in which the two 
Victories stand was positioned upon the base of a ship. With this, the two statues recall the 
Nike/Victory of Samothrace, in which Victory also strides forward, storm-tossed drapery 
clinging to her body, with one arm (now lost) outstretched pointed upwards. She was also 
depicted as standing on the prow of a warship.34 The Nike/Victory of Samothrace monument, 
dedicated at the Sanctuary of the Great Gods, was erected to protect worshippers from dangerous 
seas.35 Through the similarities derived from the Nike/Victory of Samothrace monument, the 
Peristyle’s Victories were erected as a form of maritime protection in the arch’s journey to 
discovery. 
With the winged victories positioned on the globe and at the base of a ship, they 
visualized triumph in global exploration and provided self-preservation for the explorers and by 
extension, the New World. Through the series of winged victories and associated imagery, the 
Peristyle’s triumphal arch revealed itself as a true military monument of American imperialism.  
The two statues of Victory, Discovery and Navigation, added elements of westward discovery to 
the Roman display of Victory. Their similarities to the Nike/Victory of Samothrace monument 
provided elements of maritime protection to the New World’s discoverers. Discovery’s with her 
left arm pointing forward and the oar paddle in her right was positioned to reference the statue as 
Columbus’s ship rudder, pointing to the New World. Likewise, Navigation’s torch on her right 
                                                          
33 Pohlsander, “Victory,” 590. 
34 Stewart, “The Nike of Samothrace,” 399. 
35 Stewart, 401. 
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hand and the oar paddle in her left was positioned to reference the statue as the light that revealed 
the way to the New World.  
 
 
Figure 7: Columbus Quadriga Replica. Courtesy of the Ryerson & Burnham Archives 
Another key sculpture was the image of Columbus Quadriga riding in a quadriga on top 
of the Peristyle’s arch. The Columbus Quadriga had several connections to Roman triumphal 
processions with the most obvious being the chariot on a triumphal arch and the subtle features 
of the two banners and laurel wreaths. There was a drawing and miniature replica of the 
Columbus Quadriga in the Forestry Building for tourists to see the details of the monument more 
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closely (see Figure 7).36 Columbus is flanked by two female figures dressed in flowing garments 
and pulling horses.37 From what is visible in drawings and replicas of the quadriga, Columbus 
was wearing a cloak and an overcoat. A quadriga on a triumphal arch was common amongst 
Roman triumphal arches, though they are only found on ancient coins (see Figure 8).38 There 
were two banners in the Columbus Quadriga and they appeared as a variation of the Roman 
legionary standards that were commonly seen during triumphal processions. The Peristyle’s 
version of the legionary standards appeared without the universal legionary symbol of the aquila, 
or eagle, on its head though it bore great resemblance to the overall structure.39 This was a direct 
reference to triumphal processions, in which the Roman legionary standards accompanied the 
emperor and his army.40 The center of the Columbus Quadriga and the two legionary standards 
                                                          
36 Marling, “Writing History with Artifacts,” 24. 
37 Shepp and Shepp, WORLD’S FAIR PHOTOGRAPHED, 28. 
38 Brilliant, “Arch of Septimius Severus,” 74. 
The Arch of Septimius Severus (ca. 203) once had a quadriga upon the arch’s crown but no longer exists outside of 
preserved ancient coins. This can also be seen from Julius, Augustus, and Claudius. 
39 RICCARDI, “MILITARY STANDARDS,” 93. 
40 RICCARDI, 94. 
Figure 8:  Left: Emperor Augustus 27 BCE- 14 CE. Right: Triumphal Arch of Augustus, surmounted by quadriga. 
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were decorated with laurel wreaths.41 During Roman triumphal processions, the emperor and his 
accompanying soldiers would all wear laurel wreaths to distinguish themselves from the captives 
they brought.42 This was yet another direct reference to triumphal processions from the 
Columbus Quadriga. Sharing these decorative characteristics created strategic similarities 
between American and Roman imperialism. This was done in such a way that reaffirmed the 
Peristyle as a military monument of conquest and triumph. Both the quadriga and the laurel 
wreaths on the Peristyle implied that there was an “othering” effect taking place elsewhere, in the 
Peristyle and the exposition. The Columbus Quadriga had Christopher Columbus positioned as 
triumphator, which placed him as equal to a triumphant Roman emperor. As Roman emperors 
were celebrated and welcomed to Rome during a triumphal procession, Columbus was similarly 
celebrated and welcomed to the World’s Columbian Exposition. Columbus’s triumphant position 
was reiterated due to his proximity to the laurel wreaths as they indicated who was considered 
“Roman” during a triumphal procession. Through these connections to Roman triumphal 
imagery, the exposition was imagined as a moment of triumph that came from Columbus’s 
discovery of the New World. Roman triumphal processions, as the imagery on the Columbus 
Quadriga shared, implied a successful war abroad and accompanying captives and spoils in 
connection to westward expansion. 
The Peristyle employed inscriptions differently than its ancient predecessors. On most 
Roman triumphal arches a central dedicatory inscription on the attic announced that the senate 
and the populus Romanus, the Roman public, had endorsed/dedicated the triumphal arch to an 
emperor.43 On the Peristyle’s arch, where the dedicatory inscription would normally appear, 
                                                          
41 Shepp and Shepp, WORLD’S FAIR PHOTOGRAPHED, 28. 
42 Ostenberg, Staging the World, 262. 
43 Rose, “Parthians in Augustan Rome,” 29-30. 
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there were instead three central inscriptions. The inscriptions used direct or underlying religious 
tones, idolized western explorers, and connected discovery as divine action. Starting from the 
attic and moving down, the first inscription stated, “Ye Shall Know the Truth, and the Truth 
Shall Make You Free.” This quote was a biblical verse from the Gospel of John (8:32). Jesus was 
persuading his disciples to follow him and the word of God. This inscription created an 
immediate association with Christianity and would have been recognizable to much of its 
nineteenth-century audience. This inscription was one of the first direct connections to religion 
that the Peristyle’s arch made which paralleled Roman triumphal arches and their connection to 
religious imagery.  
Ancient Romans used images of gods and mythological figures on their triumphal arches 
that conveyed a strong relationship between the emperors and religion while the Peristyle used 
scripture to convey religious ideals. On Roman triumphal arches, religion was illustrated through 
visual depictions of animal sacrifices and the emperor interacting with the gods. The use of 
religion on triumphal arches strengthened an emperor’s relationship to his people through the 
status elevation due to the illustrated proximity to the gods. On the Arch of Trajan in Benevento 
(ca. 114–118 CE), the horizontal relief in the west passageway depicted Emperor Trajan (98-117 
CE) with a group of Romans and a sacrificial bull. This presentation of the emperor illustrated 
him as Pontifex Maximus, the high priest. On the same arch, Emperor Trajan was seen 
interacting with the god Jupiter through the illustration of Jupiter extending his thunderbolt to 
Emperor Trajan. This interaction between the emperor and the gods signaled to the Roman 
public a strong relationship between the two. 
The Peristyle, as seen with the first inscription, defaulted to text when referencing 
religious ideals. The second inscription built on these religious ideals through the action of 
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discovery and stated, “To the pioneers of civil and religious liberty, but bolder they who first off-
cast their moorings from the habitable past and ventured chartless on the sea of storm-
engendering liberty.” This inscription interacts with the first through its emphasis on the pioneers 
of civil and religious liberty. The specific area of interest was in the last few lines: “… from the 
habitable past and ventured chartless on the sea of storm-engendering liberty” because of its 
repeated maritime language as first seen through the two Victories and its implication of the New 
World not being inhabited. This was one of the more nuanced moments in which indigenous 
people were indirectly mentioned on the Peristyle and one of the foundations that introduced the 
exposition’s captives in the built environment. This exact inscription was copied inside of the 
Administration Building in the White City. The Editor in the Personalist Journal responded to 
the inscription in the Administration building and because they were the same text, his response 
will also be noted in response to the one found on the Peristyle: 
  “…the negotiation of treaties made valueless by the general  
moral debacle, only to find that we hold in our hands what has  
become “a scrap of paper” because there was no moral integrity  
in the signers…raising barriers of isolation about us, only to find  
that the most dangerous enemy is within our gates…”44 
 
The ‘sea of storm-engendering liberty’ had been contextualized in the Personalist within the late 
19th century as a civil and religious barrier created by those with no “moral integrity.” They were 
described further as the enemy, “…within our gates.” The author referenced the indigenous 
people in his response as they had already occupied the New World before western explorers. 
The author had animosity towards the indigenous people as he perceived them as the civil and 
religious barrier to those with moral integrity. These perspectives were not uncommon due to the 
                                                          
44 The Personalist, “Storm-Engendering Liberty,” 117. 
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popular late 19th-century narrative that revolved around promoting westward expansion. For 
those of similar thought, the removal of said barrier would have been greatly appreciated and this 
was what the imagery in the Peristyle aimed to do. The Peristyle’s chosen “other” or captive 
were the indigenous people from Columbus’s arrival and those in the 19th century. How they 
were referenced and illustrated on the Peristyle revealed the exposition’s underlying agency 
toward the removal of indigenous people.  
Below the second inscription, a third inscription spanned the width of the arch and 
consisted of five names: Champlain, La Salle, Ponce de Leon, Cortez, and De Soto. Columbus 
was not specifically stated as he was already positioned as triumphator. These are the names of 
explorers of the Western world, who are therefore also celebrated with Columbus on the arch. 
The emperor's interaction with the gods on triumphal arches strengthened his image to the 
Roman public and this effect had also been utilized on the Peristyle. They were presented with 
Columbus as a lineage of the New World founding fathers. Their immense presence on the arch 
made them nearly divine through the addition of religious scripture as their backdrop on the arch. 
This proximity to God increased the reputation of western explorers, similarly to when Roman 
emperors were seen interacting with the gods on triumphal arches.  
The inscriptions on the Peristyle were one of the nuanced visual representations of 
violent conquest. Unlike explicit images of violence found in Roman triumphal arches, the 
Peristyle used the guise of divine exploration as its association to violence. With the combination 
of Christianity, the notion of discovery, and Christopher Columbus, it’s important to note how 
western explorers had a divine right to the western world and this was done through the Doctrine 
of Discovery. The Doctrine of Discovery is the theoretical foundation for control and power over 
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those who were not Christians.45 This is done primarily through the two papal bulls written by 
Pope Nicholas V in 1455: Dum diversas and Romanus Pontifex. Both documents provided 
different permissions that allowed divine intervention in the New World and others. Dum 
diversas, written for King Alfonso, gave him divine permission to enslave non-Christians.46 The 
Romanus Pontifex stated that the aforementioned king was allowed to search out and subdue all 
enemies of Christ by any means necessary.47 In legal usage, the Supreme Court nullified the 
legitimacy of land owned by Native Americans as they were not Christian believers and by 
extension, were not independent entities.48 The United States had historically used the doctrine 
as a form of the legal rationale for stealing land from Native Americans and moving further west 
in the early 19th century.49 The Doctrine of Discovery created acts of violence against indigenous 
people though its rationale replaced the visual violence normally seen on triumphal arches with 
notions of inevitability and divine righteousness. 
The inscriptions on the Peristyle highlighted American imperialism and the arch’s far-
removed depictions of violence. The first inscription was Christian text and it connected the act 
of discovery with the seeking of Jesus’s truth because of the arch’s overall dedication to western 
explorers as seen in the third inscription. There were no explicit images of direct violence 
towards indigenous people on the arch, though there are indirect references to them. The second 
inscription directly created far-removed depictions of violence through its erasure of the 
indigenous habitation before the arrival of western explorers. Given the ancient Roman context 
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of conquest through triumphal architecture, the Peristyle’s arch itself represented a far-removed 
depiction of violence as the “captives” of discovery were the indigenous people.  
The battle reliefs on ancient Roman triumphal arches were not far-removed depictions of 
violence. The Peristyle’s triumphal arch and Roman triumphal arches were filled with imagery of 
conquest and the construction of the “other,” though the Peristyle was not explicit in terms of its 
illustration of captives. On Roman triumphal arches, violence was incredibly vivid as can be seen 
on the Arch of Constantine. The arch celebrates the triumph of Emperor Constantine over 
Maxentius.50 Positioned in front of the attic of Constantine’s arch, statues of Dacians served as 
constructed representations of foreigner or “other.” They were adapted from a Trajanic triumphal 
monument representing his battle against the Dacians.51 The Dacians were shown with their 
wrists bound, heads leaning downward, and are presented as wearing trousers (see Figure 9). 
With these, the Arch of Constantine took the material culture with historical triumph attached to 
it and associated it with Emperor Constantine.52 The Arch of Constantine is an example of using 
spolia from his battles and those of other emperors. This compounds his military success through 
the success of past emperors and ultimately strengthened his status amongst the Roman public. 
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Figure 9: Arch of Constantine in Rome, fourth Dacian statue of north side. Image by MM. Licensed under the Creative Commons 
Attribution-Share Alike 4.0 International license. 
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The Genius of Navigation 
 
The Peristyle’s triumphal arch depicted the “other” through its series of statues 
representing the Genius of Navigation. Lining the Peristyle balustrade, including the triumphal 
arch, was a group of statues representing the “Genius of Navigation” (see Figure 9).53  
Each statue type represented a concept: Eloquence, Music, Navigation, Fisherman, and Indian 
(Native American), positioned in a repeating pattern.54 The aforementioned statues were all 
related to navigation and particularly its relationship to discovery. There was no provided 
explanation behind the meaning of these statues, therefore, the presented explanations are one of 
the few ways in which the statues can be interpreted. In the late 19th century, during the Gilded 
Age, there was an influx of industrialization, urbanization, and immigration in the United States. 
During this period, multiple narratives circulated throughout the nation regarding potential 
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cultural and national decline due to these rapid changes.55 In this context, the statue series may 
have represented anxieties of the changing social climate of the Gilded Age. The presentation of 
these statues cladded in white plaster and heroic nudity provided possible remediation for the 
American public as they were able to reimagine these anxieties in Burnham’s classical 
restorative utopia.  
The first statue in the Genius of Navigation statue series was Eloquence. Eloquence, as 
reimagined on the Peristyle, represented unity in language given the anxieties from increased 
immigration to the United States, language and speech began to change in the late 19th century. 
Eloquence was considered the art of speech and persuasiveness. Multiple modern universities in 
the 19th century began opening in the United States and with them, new perspectives on the 
English language.56 The English language was considered more prestigious and nuanced, 
therefore, English courses were divided into language and literature. By the 1890s, this led to a 
scandal in which students had reduced practical, or common, language skills.57 This scandal was 
coupled with a large influx of immigrants and the introduction of different types of slang to the 
English language.58 With this, the concept of Eloquence as part of the Genius of Navigation 
appeared as an attempt to remedy this scandal through idolizing America’s greater past. Just as 
the White City had accomplished a sense of harmony to the tourists, Eloquence would soon be 
unified as it once was. 
 Music in the 19th century was believed to improve the mind and refine the heart, 
specifically classical music.59 There was a superiority divide in the music industry between 
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classical and popular music.60 Music in the Genius of Navigation attempted to remedy rising 
anxieties of “pure” music diminishing in the face of a divided nation. The genre of classical 
music in the 19th century was commonly associated with purity and popular composers such as 
Beethoven and Mozart.61 Popular music also referred to as the “people’s music”, was appreciated 
by a much wider audience and because of this, the genre’s value or grade was deemed inferior to 
classical music. This was especially true given that after the Civil War, preference for popular 
music was commonly associated with people who were perceived as illiterate, vulgar, and 
detrimental to the purity of music as an art form.62 John Sullivan Dwight, a popular music critic 
in the 19th century, mentioned that he loved the works of classical artists such as British 
composer Fredrick Crouch but disguised works by Stephen Foster who wrote Ethiopian-inspired 
songs.63 “Pure” music was being threatened in the wake of growing popularity for people’s 
music. With this context, Music’s proximity to triumphant Columbus and its inclusion in 
Burnham’s white restorative utopia hoped to revitalize the social and intellectual fabric of 
America through elitist preferences of purity.  
The Fisherman in the Genius of Navigation could reference multiple topics. One was that 
the Fisherman evokes imagery of a once pre-industrial United States given the now 
technologically advanced climate with the inclusion of new railways and mass manufacturing.64 
It also has strong biblical connotations, through Jesus and the two fishermen. 
Now as Jesus was walking by the Sea of Galilee, He saw two brothers, Simon who was 
called Peter, and Andrew his brother, casting a net into the sea; for they were fishermen. 
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And He said to them, “Follow Me, and I will make you fishers of men.” Immediately 
they left their nets and followed Him. (Matthew 4:18-22) 
 
Like the first and second inscriptions on the Peristyle’s arch, the fisherman statues evoked the 
Christian Bible. Jesus is calling for these two brothers and urging them to leave their post and 
explore the unknown. Like Jesus urging the two brothers to follow him into the unknown, the 
Romanus Ponitfex papal bull allowed the Spanish to explore regions of the unknown while 
converting unbelievers through labor or acquisition of land.65 Similarly, it also refers to a 
moment in which these explorations into the unknown by Christopher Columbus were deemed 
successful as the United States is a product of it.  
The final in the Genius of Navigation statue series was the Indian. This statue had 
multiple interpretations concerning the Genius of Navigation through his physical representation 
and his relationship to western discovery. The Indian evoked a large portion of history regarding 
exploration, starting with the initial contact of Christopher Columbus and then to westward 
expansion in the 19th century. This was not the first point in which indigenous people were 
evoked in the Peristyle, as previously seen from the inscriptions on the triumphal arch. All of the 
Genius of Navigation statues were represented in white “marble” plaster to evoke classical 
sculpture. Except for the Indians, they were all represented in the classical, heroic nude with their 
upper bodies slightly covered in drapery.66 In Greek and Roman art, the heroic nude represented 
ideals of youth, beauty, and strength.67 The half-drapery feature was commonly seen in Roman 
statues, such as the first-century C.E. statue of Claudius as Jupiter, which combined the Greek 
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elements of heroic nudity but with an applied Roman attribute.68 Among the Peristyle statues, 
there were very few distinguishing traits outside of the different poses they are displayed in. 
They were all represented as white statues with their drapery across their backs. The Indian, on 
the other hand, wore a feather band wrapped around his head and wore a loincloth. This 
separated the Indian from the heroic nudity afforded to the other statues. He also had long 
straight hair while the others had short curly hair. The Indian’s status within the Genius of 
Navigation series presented the most distinct departure from the rest of the Peristyle’s classical 
images. That said, the use of the same white plaster as the other statues for the Indians would 
have made this distinction difficult to notice. 
The Genius of Navigation were far above the general eyesight of the tourists and due to 
this, they would not be able to separate the aforementioned fine details on the Indian statues.69 
This effective use of visual distance had been used historically in Roman triumphal architecture, 
specifically on Emperor Trajan’s Column (CE 106-113). The column was over 38 meters tall and 
displayed a spiral frieze of Emperor Trajan’s success during the Dacian Wars (CE 101-106).70 
The continuous frieze that spiraled the column guided its audience on how to view it. This said, 
given the height of the column, the frieze could not be viewed above a few levels, even when 
painted.71 This left its audience standing near the column to complete the narrative on their own 
through the few details they could see. Visitors to the Peristyle would have had a similar 
experience viewing the Genius of Navigation statues. Unlike the Columbus Quadriga that had a 
replica made in the Forestry Building for detailed viewing, the Genius of Navigation was only 
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referenced by the statue names in newspapers.72 Although the tourist would not be able to see the 
details of the Indian statue, the initial impression they received from this monument would 
persist—all of these statues, from afar, just look like classical heroic figures. 
The intentionally differing design in the Indian statue allowed the Peristyle to generate 
images of active violence through erasure and captivity. The white finish on the statues assured 
that the architectural harmony of the Peristyle remained intact for the American audience. 
Placing the Indian in a group related to western discovery emphasized and allowed the inserted 
conquest of the indigenous people to be legitimized and justified within the background of 
American history and the American nationalist identity. While emphasizing the Indian’s role in 
discovery, it diminished his distinctive cultural characteristics listed on his statue by plastering 
him in white, effectively allowing the characteristics to be shown only for identification, not 
appreciation. Like the Dacians for Emperor Constantine, the presence of the Indian became an 
active act of conquest by erasure created through the Peristyle.  
The Genius of Navigation presented a series of anxieties for the American public relating 
to rapid changes to the social fabric of the nation. These anxieties were diminished when 
represented in a seemingly urban utopia of whiteness in late 19th century Chicago. This is 
through the spatial distance between the tourist and the statues lining the Peristyle’s attic while 
coupled with the architecturally harmonious environment of the White City. The White City was 
a place to commemorate Columbus but also reimagined American virtues through the historical 
triumph of western explorers. Through this, American tourists were allowed to mentally repair 
societal problems through the material culture of the White City.  
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Native Conquests & the White City 
 
Native Americans were treated differently from European figures throughout the 
Peristyle. In inscriptions, Native Americans are evoked as the victims of exploration driven by 
Christianity, through allusions to the Doctrine of Discovery.73 While the inscriptions created no 
visual representation of violence against Native Americans, the violence is active in its 
background. As for the statues, they displayed several different acts of violence. The Indian 
statues’ inclusion in the Genius of Navigation series allowed the American public to view Native 
Americans as a marker of historical triumph. This was complemented through the “vanishing 
Indian” myth that was heavily circulated during the 19th century in America.74 After the end of 
the Indian Wars, the Native population of the United States had dropped to its lowest point since 
Columbus's arrival.75 This gave the American public the impression that the Native population 
would disappear through inevitable westward expansion.  
While the active conquest of the Native Americans is presented multiple times in the 
Peristyle, they are far removed from the audience’s gaze, literally and metaphorically. The 
Genius of Navigation series created two simultaneous conditions in which the Indian statue is 
perceived by the tourist: one that is removed from his distinct characteristics by distance and the 
other by the overarching whiteness of the plaster statues themselves. These allowed the statues to 
become visualized versions of the “vanishing” Indian myth. Without any apparent differences 
between the statues, they become a harmonious classical scene swimming in white. The 
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whiteness of the statues and the entire Peristyle played into the theme of the White City in the 
World’s Columbian Exposition.  
The White City was unified through classical architecture and ancient Roman triumphal 
imagery. Creating a restorative urban utopia under a blanket of whiteness was deliberately 
planned by Daniel Burnham and he suggested that “…the adoption of the classical style in that 
group of buildings would secure the desired result.”76 As there was a series of mainstream 
architectural changes occurring in late 19th century Chicago, such as the Chicago style, the white 
city was in no small part a direct response to these changes. The presented unity of whiteness 
through classical architecture was a declaration to preserve white power in the built environment. 
The White City was deemed the “white American’s World Fair,” by multiple African Americans 
in attendance.77 The triumphal imagery complemented the manufactured whiteness of the entire 






The White City emphasized historical American imperialism through the celebration of 
Christopher Columbus and its broader connection to Roman imperialism. By weaving Roman 
triumphal imagery into the discovery of the New World, the designers of the Peristyle combined 
both histories into the same lineage. The American identity has been so closely tied to Roman 
imperialism that the attempts to reunite an American national identity had become a branch of 
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Roman triumph. Having a connection to Roman imperialism also provided avenues for 
indigenous erasure through the use of triumphal architecture and artwork. It was specifically 
presented by the Peristyle’s triumphal arch and all of its accompanying inscriptions and statues. 
Like ancient Roman triumphal arches, the Peristyle illustrated a sense of victory and conquest 
over its demonstrated “other,” the indigenous people. The imagery of active conquest was so far 
removed from the public’s eye that it created no barrier to absorb and normalize itself into the 
American nationalist identity. The Peristyle connected Roman triumphal imagery to the World’s 
Columbian Exposition, but the Midway Plaisance illustrated the performativity of an 













The architecture in the Midway Plaisance was radically different from the White City. 
There was no harmonious design to the structures nor the people that accompanied the Midway. 
The main attractions were the world’s first Ferris wheel and the ethnographic exhibits. Roman 
triumphal architecture does not enter the Midway, however, the model of Roman triumph was 
expressed through the ethnographic displays. Roman triumph operated on narratives that 
appealed to the Roman public and elevated the political status of the emperor.78 This was done 
through displayed foreign wealth and captives from war. The ethnographic displays created 
similar orchestrated narratives for the public. The difference between “civilized” and 
“uncivilized” played a strategic role in the Midway’s portrayal of Native Americans. The 
controlled portrayal of Native Americans on the Midway came from a longing to end the 
ongoing Indian Wars which originated from the federal government with the creation of the 
American Indian boarding schools so that westward expansion could continue without 
resistance.79 The “uncivilized” Indian was part of a chapter in American history and a threat to 
civilization while the “civilized” Indian was part of an ongoing product of white success through 
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Figure 10. Diagram of the Midway Plaisance 
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mainstream cultural assimilation. This “othering” effect created between the different types of 
Indian and the performativity of the ethnographic exhibits created two forms of American 
triumph: historical and ongoing. This was represented through the accumulation of intellectual 
property, active and passive violence experienced by the indigenous workers, and resistance to 
the manipulation of free expression. 
There were two entrances for the Midway Plaisance (see Figure 10). One was behind the 
Women’s Building in the White City and the other was located at the end of the fairgrounds at 
the East. The Midway was about a mile-long strip of land that had several exhibits on either side. 
What was unique to the architecture of the Midway was the abundance of living people as part of 
the exhibits. These exhibits were made for commercial and educational purposes. While attached 
and promoted alongside the White City, the Midway was considered a separate entertainment 
center of the exposition. Some exhibits on the Midway were free, however, the majority had a 
separate fee that was not included in the entry ticket. This created a distinct separation between 
the White City and the Midway through a monetary transaction. It also emphasized that the 
Midway was the commercial hub of the exposition. The White City’s classical architecture and 
overall whiteness changed at the entrance of the Midway. There was no harmonious overarching 
architecture in the Midway as each of its exhibit’s built environments changed in accordance 
with the culture it represented. There were approximately 63 exhibits on the Midway and the 
number changed throughout the exposition as more structures were being created.80 All ranged 
from different ethnic groups, such as the American Indian Village, which included the Sioux and 
the Inuit amongst many others, and several European nations, such as the Irish and German.  
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The ethnographic displays were under the direction of Fredrick W. Putnam, a professor of 
American archeology at Harvard and curator of the Peabody Museum of American Archaeology 
& Ethnology.81 He designed the exhibits to illustrate early life in America up to the period of 
Columbus contact.82 The exhibits were designed to separate the “civilized” indigenous individual 
from the “uncivilized” in the hopes of promoting the American Indian boarding schools.83 The 
village consisted of approximately 14 tribal nations throughout the Midway, including several 
Inuit, Navajo, and Sioux families. There were two types of Native American exhibits: 
educational and commercial. The educational group, as part of the anthropology department, 
hosted several performances. The commercial group focused on basket weaving and performed 
dances.84 Several Native exhibits were separated from the Midway fairgrounds itself. Although 
not part of the Midway’s fairgrounds, such as the Esquimau Village that housed the Inuit tribal 
families, they were still documented as a Midway concession. As they were given such 
considerations, when these outside villages are referred to in this chapter, they will be classified 
under the Midway and be analyzed through the same triumphal procession lens.  
The differences in the built environment from the Midway and the White City prioritized 
whiteness and physical proximity to civilization. The Midway, while not bathed in whiteness, 
had a close connection to civilization through the created “othering” between the civilized and 
uncivilized Indians. Performing as an uncivilized Indian created several tensions between all 
groups on the Midway, from indigenous/non-indigenous workers to visitors. The Midway when 
compared to Roman triumphal processions revealed these tensions through controlled mobility, 
expression, and wages. The Midway does not have any explicit scenes of captivity as would be 
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noticed in Roman triumphal processions, however, the areas of controlled behavior reveal them. 
As argued by Ida Ostenberg, triumphal processions staged world order by the paraded foreign 
objects and people into an idealized civilization.85 The Midway’s procession brought the 
“uncivilized” Indian to the fairgrounds in an attempt to lead them to the idealized White City and 
its broader reach to the American Indian boarding schools. The ethnographic exhibits marketed 
the boarding schools as the final step to ending the Indian Wars and finish moving westward 
without resistance which indicated the resting place for American triumph and the Midway’s 
triumphal procession.  
 
Collectionism & Narrative Formation  
 
During Roman triumphal processions, foreigners or the “other” were often distinguished in 
architecture and art by their clothing and material culture. This was seen in a frieze on the Arch 
of Titus that illustrated his triumphal procession for the victory over Judaea. 
 
                                                          




Figure 11. The south inner panel depicts Roman soldiers carrying the spoils taken from the Temple in Jerusalem. Sourced by 
Steerpike. This image is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported. 
 
The sacred vessels were the foreign spoils and the presumably Jewish soldiers are the captives 
(see Figure 11). Triumphal processions were plentiful with foreign material culture and captives 
from war. Processions were spaces to display wealth and power for the elite Romans. They were 
an early form of collectionism. Collectionism was the act of hoarding a specific resource that 
was later displayed to gain social capital. Roman historian Flavius Josephus documented Titus’s 
triumphal procession in 71 CE over his victory in Judaea. Josephus described a multitude of 
riches and rarities displayed during the procession.86 He described several items, such as 
transparent stones, gold, and different species of animals that flowed through the parade like a 
river.87 He continued by a description of the captives from Judaea and their sacred spoils. The 
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captives were adorned in a variety of clothing that concealed their damaged bodies. The multiple 
spoils that were paraded with them included religious items such as a golden menorah.88 With 
these spoils came images of the winged Victory and the emperor on his quadriga. Through the 
collected items from war, Emperor Titus increased his social standing with the Roman public 
and allowed them to share in his wealth as a celebration of Rome at large. 
The act of collectionism, like the spoils presented to the Roman public, was seen on the 
Midway through the ethnographic exhibits as the global collection of indigenous material culture 
by the success of westward expansion. The fairgrounds were a visually and intellectually 
stimulating experience for the visitors. As one reporter mentioned,  
“These make up a great part of the lists of attractions of Midway Plaisance, without 
which the world's fair would be incomplete, inasmuch as they afford the people of 
the western world an opportunity of studying the lives and habits of those far-off 
races with which they have been acquainted through report only."  
(The Iola Register (Iola, Kan.), August 4, 1893) 
 
The journalist indicated that the visitor’s educational knowledge of foreigners was completed 
with the live presentation provided by the Midway. Similar to the spoils presented during a 
Roman triumphal procession, the visitor acknowledged the collection of foreign material and 
applauded the new information. Collectionism was a well-known practice by elite and wealthy 
American men and a product of scientific racism, the latter was unique to the Midway’s 
procession. Scientific racism was a pseudoscientific belief that several European races were 
genetically superior to all others which justified the mass gathering of non-White bodies and 
cultural relics through the guise of research.89 Collectionism was adopted in artwork and natural 
museums as power, art, and fortunes often connected during the late 19th century. This act grew 
in popularity during the 1860s and 1870s as several rich American collectors opened public 
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galleries that displayed hundreds of expensive artwork.  In 1876, William Vanderbilt inherited a 
ninety-million-dollar fortune and soon after assembled a large gallery that included more than 
200 paintings as a way to display wealth by his accumulation of artwork. Galleries were 
opportunities to display wealth through artwork, natural museums displayed wealth through the 
accumulation of intellectual property and cultural material. Natural museums paved the way to 
the normalization of collecting indigenous bodies and items.90  
 During the late 19th century, it was popular for natural history museums that had Native 
Americans, as they ‘once’ were before Columbus, on display.91 This practice led to the 
commodification of indigenous people and their material culture as they became an avenue to 
display wealth or power. In the late 1700s, natural museums sought after objects native to North 
America which included indigenous cultural material and bones. These museums placed 
indigenous artifacts in gift shops next to animal fossils, which made the former appear as if they 
no longer existed, like extinct animals. This emphasized the “vanishing Indian” idea that the 
indigenous communities were going to disappear in the light of westward expansion. The 
ethnographic exhibits on the Midway simulated a natural museum through the collection of 
material and people dressed as though they were pre-Columbus contact. Natural museums and 
the Midway were both examples of collectionism, however, the inclusion of scientific racism 
was unique as it did not exist in the Roman imagination. The use of scientific racism was key to 
understanding the differences between American triumph and Roman triumph.  
The term civilized functioned slightly differently between the ancient Romans and 19th 
century Americans. To be Roman was to fit certain features or behaviors, not a racial type. This 
was seen in their perceptions of barbarians and these perceptions played into the idea of "other.” 
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This was seen in barbaros, a term seen in texts from Fromylos and Knossos between 1600 and 
1250 BCE that denoted foreignness and was seen in the Iliad as barbarophōnos which meant 
speaking a foreign language.92 The idea and definition of barbarian changed throughout 
antiquity. The Romans defined themselves as the antithesis to the barbarians to politically elevate 
their desired narrative. This was seen in writing related to Gauls in the Roman imagination. The 
term Gauls was used by the Romans to refer to foreigners living in northwestern Europe and did 
not signify a unified ethnic group.93 One Greek author living in Rome, Polybius, wrote an 
account of Gallic history based on his contacts with the Roman elite. Polybius described them as 
having simple lives with no association to art or science and they were guided by passion rather 
than reason.94 In this description, Rome could then be seen as a nation that was driven by reason 
and led multifaceted lives. Polybius's description of Gallic life was not true to his perception as 
he also shared that the Gaul had conducted diplomatic affairs and organized large-scale 
alliances.95 From his writings alone, his readers would sense that the Gauls were no threat to the 
Roman Empire which provided a sense of superiority in global affairs. Negative narratives 
surrounding barbarians worked moments of war in northwestern Europe, however, narratives 
surrounding barbarians changed once assimilation practices began after war. Barbarians could 
join the Roman army and live in Rome. If they contributed enough to the empire they would be 
granted citizenship as well. Relationships between barbarians and the Romans changed 
throughout history based on their perceived “otherness” by the Roman elite. 
When foreigners were discussed in a negative light, their phenotypic characteristics such 
as skin color and hair texture were not part of the defining factors. This was seen in the Roman 
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perceptions of Ethiopians. Their written records on the Ethiopians were largely positive. Pliny 
the Elder, Roman writer and philosopher, frequently reported on the Ethiopians. Pliny mentioned 
that Ethiopian wisdom was largely attributed through the mobility of their southern climate in 
similar efficiency to the northerners were to their harsh environment.96 Pliny also described the 
coastal Ethiopian tribes Nisicathae and Nisitae as having three or four eyes because they were 
incredibly accurate with a bow-and-arrow, not because their physical appearance was strange.97 
Physical features were acknowledged, however, they played into the Roman imagination through 
perceived capability and companionship to the empire, not through skin color prejudice. 
 The modern conception of race was not part of being a civilized Roman, however, it was 
to the American public during the 19th century and this was due to the inclusion of scientific 
racism. The use of scientific racism was seen through the use of the “uncivilized” Indian and the 
overall promotion of the American Indian boarding schools. Scientific racism, in its relationship 
to natural museums and scientific research, created a large demand for relevant material that led 
to the mass gathering of dead Native American bodies and their relative material culture during 
the Indian Wars.98 Public spaces, like natural museums, legitimized the use of Native American 
bodies and culture as scientific or anthropological material. The built exhibits and ethnographic 
displays were part of this ongoing trend of research.  
The ethnographic exhibits separated the “uncivilized” Indian from the “civilized” and 
organized the indigenous groups by evolution—a concept originally conceived by Herbert 
Spencer (1820-1903), an English philosopher who believed that evolution was a division 
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between races and not individuals.99 The division between the two was to signify who had gone 
to the American Indian boarding schools and who had not. Fredrick Putnam created the division 
between the “civilized” and “uncivilized” Indian inside of the exposition that illustrated the 
benefits of joining the American Indian boarding schools and through this divided presentation, 
they became the trophies of American triumph by assimilation. The American Indian Boarding 
Schools, or Indian Residential Schools, were founded in the 1870s and did not close until the 
mid-20th century. The US federal government separated Native American children from their 
families and took them to their Indian boarding schools, which were military-run detention 
centers.100 Richard Pratt, a colonel in the infantry in the late 1870s, was appointed to create the 
first Indian boarding school in Carlisle, Pennsylvania.101 Pratt explained that the purpose of these 
Indian boarding schools was to “kill the Indian, save the man.” In these schools, the assimilation 
process began immediately. The children’s hair was cut, their bodies were scrubbed with lye 
soap to lighten their skin, their clothes traditional were taken away, and they wore uniforms to 
reduce individuality and cultural remnants from home.102  
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Figure 12: Tom Torlino, Navajo, as he entered school in 1882 vs. three years later. Courtesy of the Carlisle Indian School Digital 
Resource Center. 
 
Short hair and lightened skin became key identifiers for those who attended an Indian boarding 
school (see Figure 12). They were part of a nationwide effort to reduce resistance to westward 
expansion through the notions of Manifest Destiny. Manifest Destiny was a commonly held 
belief in the 19th century that Americans had the divine and natural right to expand their borders 
to the Pacific Ocean. Scientific racism, Manifest Destiny, and the American Indian boarding 
schools are the defining characteristics of American triumph in westward expansion. The 
Midway’s procession created two simultaneous forms of conquest, one in the past and one in the 
present. Putnam’s ethnographic exhibits in the Midway separated the “civilized” Indian from the 
“uncivilized” to educate the public the indigenous before Columbus while highlighting the 
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benefits of the American Indian boarding schools. In this, he illustrated past triumph through the 
inclusion of Columbus and present triumph through indigenous assimilation.  
  
Triumph through Wages 
 
The exchange of monetary goods and services played a strategic role in the Midway’s 
representation of its captives. Captives in Roman triumphal processions were prisoners and 
usually executed or enslaved. Indigenous people who participated in the ethnographic exhibits on 
the Midway were paid but these wages were used as tools to reduce their mobility to the theme 
of westward expansion by their “uncivilized” presentation in performances and the promotion of 
American Indian boarding schools. The basis of controlled mobility came from the mass amount 
of deception that was employed throughout the event which led to poor treatment and low wages. 
The manipulation of wages and performance was a strategic marketing campaign for the 
American Indian boarding schools and further, successful future American triumph. 
Displays of the Midway’s captives and spoils were shown through the commercial and 
educational ethnographic exhibits on the Midway. Both types illustrated American triumph 
through their presentation of “uncivilized” Indians and their accumulation of cultural property. 
The commercial exhibits were privately owned by separate businessmen and the educational 
exhibits were government-sponsored. The wage was decided by the exhibit’s owners or 
sponsors. Money and how it was distributed played into several issues before and during the 
event. Before the exposition opened, there were several marketing campaigns to attract workers. 
For the educational exhibits, Fredrick Putnam marketed the Midway as an opportunity for 
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indigenous communities to create their exhibits as they pleased.103 This did not come true due to 
a poorly planned budget and the Department of Ethnology’s existing relationship with the United 
States government. The educational displays were under the direct control of the Department of 
Ethnology and were funded by the government. Putnam did not want to break their relationship 
with the government, therefore, Native Americans who wanted to participate could only do so if 
they were willing to, “return to [their] aboriginal ways…” and participate as part of the 
ethnographic displays.104 This selective participation was due to Putnam’s division between 
“civilized” and “uncivilized” indigenous people. Those with short hair were considered 
“civilized” members as it was a recognizable feature of an American Indian boarding school 
participant. Those with long hair were signaled as “uncivilized”. If an indigenous individual 
were sponsored or decided to work on the Midway, those with short hair had to wear wigs to 
appear “uncivilized,” regardless of the exhibit type. Educational and commercial exhibits that 
were sponsored by outside entities, such as states, foreign governments, or companies followed 
similar restrictions under the guidance of Putnam or their own personal agreement to the overall 
presentation of the indigenous people.  
The Midway’s ethnographic exhibits created two forms of conquest, one of the past and 
present. Conquest of the past involved “playing Indian” to show the public that indigenous 
people that were now deemed extinct, those that were pre-Columbus. Conquest of the present 
involved the efforts made to distinguish the “uncivilized” from the “civilized” Indian to promote 
and preserve the reputation of the American Indian boarding schools. American triumph was the 
desired product from the sponsorships and controlled wages. Once the indigenous groups were 
on the Midway, Putnam created a largely fantastical vision of “savage” through his personal 
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conceived notions of what Native Americans were before Columbus’s arrival. His vision 
functioned on the delicate line between the civilized and the “too” savage indigenous person. 
The middle ground representation allowed the White tourists to observe the indigenous groups 
without fear while distinguishing those that are most like them, the graduates of the American 
Indian boarding school. It was an assimilation process that involved the tourists as well. 
Performances and living on the Midway developed this connotation of an ongoing American 
triumph that would reach its end shortly just like the “extinct” pre-Columbus indigenous that 
were being performed. Similar to the seemingly non-violence imagery presented in the Peristyle, 
the captives on the Midway were presented in non-explicit violence through the use of 
sponsorships and performances.  
The educational exhibits had several different indigenous groups sponsored by different 
states or countries. There were four groups that Putnam was responsible for. Of the four, there 
were sixteen Kwakwaka’wakw men, women, and children from the Northwest Coast of 
Vancouver that Putnam highlighted the most. Their presence was sponsored by the Canadian 
government. The other groups included nine Penobscot members, fifteen Haudenosaunee from 
several tribes of the Iroquois Confederacy, and five Navajo members who were sponsored by 
Maine, New York, and Colorado respectively.105 Canadian missionaries and federal officials 
agreed to Putnam’s pre-Columbus representation of the ethnographic exhibits as the illustration 
of a nation’s past.106 Putnam envisioned the Northwest Coast exhibit to be a replication of the 
indigenous “every day” natural habitat.107 Every day was in the sense of a supposedly 
“uncivilized” representation, not the 19th-century version. An example of this was when Putnam 
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had removed the group’s Hudson’s Bay wool blankets and replaced them with cedar-bark 
blankets.108 
Commercial exhibits on the Midway functioned differently. As they were privately owned, 
they were not forced to stay on the Midway which created some confusion for the tourists and 
frustration for Putnam. A popular show and exhibit that were located outside of the fairgrounds 
were the Wild West performances and the Esquimau Village. Private entities, such as J.W. Skiles 
and Co. of Spokane, Washington, owned the Esquimau Village and were responsible for the 
collection of relevant material culture along with the Inuit families.109 The Inuit families 
experienced abusive treatment and were misled about their responsibilities before arrival. 
Members were told before arriving on the Midway that they were going to be fed well and only 
have to wear their sealskin clothes for half the day (see Figure 13).110 Thomas Pallacier, an Inuit 
member, was forced to wear his sealskin clothes throughout the whole day in hot weather 
according to a journalist from the Daily Inter Ocean.111 Peter Michaud, another Inuit member, 
sued the exhibit superintendent, P. M. Daniel, for poor treatment and low wages.112 The court 
ruled in this favor due to contract labor laws and Daniel was forced to raise their wage 
significantly according to the New York newspaper The Evening World.113 
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Figure 13. Mary Dookshoode Annanuk, Inuit, in sealskin clothing. Courtesy of the Library of Congress 
 
The low wages were a result of no standardized mode of payment for the indigenous groups in 
either exhibit type. The Kwakwaka’wakw received $20 per month for approximately seven 
months by the Canadian government and the state of Colorado paid the Navajo members $25 a 
month for four months. The Penobscots were also part of the ethnographic exhibits but did not 
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receive a wage from the state of Maine and had to compensate for this loss by selling small arts 
and crafts to tourists.114  
The indigenous workers involved in the Wild West shows often came from commercial 
Midway exhibits due to poor treatment or low wages. As the commercial exhibits were privately 
owned, there were loose restrictions on employment and the employees could find work 
elsewhere nearby. It is important to note that the Wild West performances were not officially 
part of the Midway Plaisance as Putnam found the nature of the shows too “uncivilized” to be 
included. Due to the nature of the performances and their impact on worker movement between 
the Midway and the Wild West shows, they are included in this discussion. These shows 
revolved around the theme of westward expansion. The Wild West performances included 
equestrian prowess and traditional dances. The most popular was the Buffalo Bill’s Wild West 
show. The show had approximately 200 Native American performers, mostly from the Lakota 
Nation.115 These performances surrounded two main features, William F. Cody “Buffalo Bill” 
and Sitting Bull, a Lakota Sioux tribesman (see Figure 14). The popular performances revolved 
around battle scenes, such as a reenactment of Battle of the Little Bighorn or a generic settler’s 
cabin attack.116 Multiple indigenous individuals participated due to high pay, the popularity of 
the event, and to perform traditional rituals that had been banned due to government assimilation 
programs. On or off the Midway and regardless of exhibit type, indigenous workers still found 
themselves performing the “uncivilized” Indian due to the overarching theme of westward 
expansion throughout the exposition. 
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Figure 14: Sitting Bull and Buffalo Bill Cody in Montreal, Quebec during Buffalo Bill's Wild West Show, 1885. 
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 Captives in Roman triumphal processions were brought from war abroad to Rome by 
soldiers, the captives on the Midway did not come from war and were not visibly chained to their 
exhibits. Elements of captivity were instead seen through the usage of sponsorships, wages, and 
predetermined living arrangements that kept the indigenous groups to the fairgrounds. It would 
have been incredibly expensive and arduous to return home once on the Midway without the 
support of sponsorships or private entities. The use of Putnam’s perception of seemingly 
conquered peoples and a view into the indigenous groups that were next in line developed a 
narrative on the Midway of a historical and ongoing American triumph. 
 
Representation & Resistance 
 
 Triumphal processions in the Roman world and on the Midway were received with 
different levels of apprehension and backlash. The different groups of the Midway, such as the 
tourists, Native American tourists, non-indigenous workers, and indigenous workers reacted 
differently to the caricatures of Native Americans presented. Putnam experienced backlash due 
to the freedom of expression denied to indigenous communities that had wanted to control their 
narrative in the built environment and bodily representation. 
In the Roman context, reactions to triumphal processions ranged from enjoyment to concern. 
On the former side, the Roman poet Ovid in his Art of Love framed these triumphal processions 
as an excellent date idea. Once Ovid’s reader was at the procession, Ovid instructed the men that 
they should name the spoils to their date as a way to seem impressive, regardless of the name 
was real.117 For triumphal processions to be a suggested romantic scene provided some insight 
into how the events were completely absorbed into the Roman imagination. There was no battle 
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with self or the presented imagery of conquest which suggests there was no perceived moral 
degradation from Ovid. Seneca the Younger, philosopher and tutor of Emperor Nero, had a 
cautious take on triumphal processions. In the Moral Letters to Lucilius, Seneca the Younger 
grappled with the idea that the evils of theft were also functionally good at different scales. On a 
small scale, theft was punishable but at large it was honored at triumphal processions.118 This 
nuanced difference created cause for spoils to be perceived as a moral dilemma because their 
value was tainted with the act of theft. The two aforementioned interpretations of triumphal 
processions came from elite and educated Romans. Few indications exist of what non-elite or 
non-Romans could have thought about triumphal processions. One indication of a foreign 
perception was found in the Roman poet Horace’s Odes, Carmina. Octavian had wanted to keep 
Cleopatra alive for his procession and in reaction, Cleopatra committed suicide. Before her 
death, she had stated that she refused to be led in triumph.119 Dying was more dignified than 
being a captive for a procession. Those not celebrated during triumphal processions were 
symbols of conquest and exploited resources in the Roman imagination. Cleopatra’s actions 
signified an act of resistance against the ideology behind triumphal processions and their 
portrayal of her as the conquered “other”. Other sources of a procession’s rejection in the ancient 
world are limited, however, the Midway’s procession shared a series of resistances to the 
portrayal of Native groups and their treatment.  
Several Native Americans petitioned the president of the World’s Columbian Exposition 
Company two years before the exposition’s opening once they learned it was to honor 
Christopher Columbus and they requested acknowledgment for their roles in American history 
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along with equitable representation illustrating their advancements.120 Emma Sickles, a former 
assistant of Fredrick Putnam, was the only individual on his team who verbally objected to the 
treatment of the indigenous groups. She mentioned that the exhibits created negative sentiments 
about the indigenous people by illustrating that they can either be ‘savage’ or civilized via 
government agency programs.121 She also confirmed that keeping the “civilized” Native 
Americans out of the Midway exhibits was the primary goal.122 She was reportedly fired due to 
this resistance.  
There was a great deal of hatred for the exposition’s performances and limited presentation 
of Native identities by visiting Native Americans. Simon Pokagon, a member of the Pokagon 
Band of Potawatomi Indians, was a visitor and held a great disdain for the World’s Columbian 
Exposition, especially the Midway performances. Similar to Cleopatra's refusal to be led in 
triumph, Pokagon in the Red Man’s Rebuke mentioned that he had no spirit to celebrate the 
Columbian Exposition as to do so was to celebrate his own funeral, the discovery of America.123 
There was a shared sense of character degradation in triumphal processions that was witnessed in 
the ancient world and the 19th century through different imperial contexts. One that responded to 
Roman imperialism and the other to American.  
Along with the critiques of the Midway, some indigenous individuals found it to be an 
opportunity for expression. The performers at the Wild West shows were able to construct their 
meanings during the show, through clothing and dances without the fear of retaliation from the 
government.124 The performances were a sign of bravery for the performers, although the 
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behavior worked in favor of representing the “uncivilized” Indian. Before the Midway, the 
shows toured around the United States. This allowed indigenous communities to travel outside of 
their reservations in relative safety and gave them opportunities to observe White people.125 
Black Elk, an indigenous participate in the Wild West shows, mentioned that he joined the 
touring group as he wanted to learn the ways of White people and find a solution for his 
community that did not involve war.126 The Wild West shows provided opportunities and a 
source of information for the indigenous participants that wanted to escape American 
imperialism.  
Other indigenous individuals involved in the Midway detested their experience and their 
treatment. This was seen in two ways, with Apache member, Antonio, and the Kwakwaka’wakw 
group. Antonio, an assistant to Fredrick Putnam, was tasked to assemble an Indian pageant with 
a group of men as part of the educational exhibits.127 He was recruited as Putnam’s assistant 
since he was captured at a young age and ‘civilized’ by government agencies, therefore, he was 
viewed as a great example of a “civilized” individual.128 Putnam may have thought that he would 
have agreed to his plans for the educational exhibits. For the pageant, Antonio thought his short 
hair was too ‘civilized’ so he gathered wigs for his group to wear.129 The tourists that noticed 
him made crude comments and tried to determine his tribal affiliation. Ultimately, they decided 
that he was just savage and it did not matter either way. Disgusted by their behavior, he removed 
all the wigs and moved forward with short hair as a protest in the pageant. When he left, the 
tourists ran off as they thought he was going to retaliate and skin them as reported by journalist 
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Teresa Dean with the Chicago Daily Tribune.130 Through these actions, such as the removal of 
the wigs, indigenous individuals were able to resist poor treatment from planners and tourists. 
Another act of resistance was seen by the Kwakwaka’wakw dance performances. When the 
Kwakwaka’wakw arrived at the Midway, they immediately took advantage of their international 
stage and performed a traditional dance known as the hamatsa, or cannibal dance. This dance 
involved a young individual who is possessed by a supernatural cannibal spirit and is later tamed 
and reintegrated into their community, this represented the careful balance between human desire 
and socio-moral restrictions.131 The performances, as they involved cannibalism, embarrassed 
the Canadian officials. The Canadian officials were not able to legally stop the performances 
given the international setting so the Canadian government could only try to disassociate 
themselves.  
The exploitative nature of Roman triumphal processions created divisive tools between 
different groups of participants and attendees that could also be seen on the Midway. Each 
division between the groups on the Midway shared different perspectives on the performances 
and the presented “authentic” Indian. The Midway had opportunities to distribute the narrative 
and the marketing campaigns where indigenous communities could create their own exhibits had 
a positive reception. When Midway’s real narrative came into place, the wave of negative 
backlash started. From this, public spaces that experience the least amount of resistance were 
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The Midway’s triumphal procession, when compared to Roman triumphal processions, 
illustrated several different modes of captivity through performative assimilation and wage 
control. The usage of ethnographic exhibits portrayed the indigenous population as the captives 
of American triumph to the White City. The exploitative nature of the Midway’s triumphal 
procession was felt by those involved as workers and visitors alike. A Midway planning 
assistant, Emma Sickles, thought the division of “civilized” and “uncivilized” created horrific 
representations of the Native population. Simon Pokagon, a member of the Pokagon Band of 
Potawatomi Indians, thought the celebration of Columbus’s arrival was equated to celebrating 
his own funeral. Strategic representation played a large role as part of the ongoing assimilation 
seen in the Midway’s procession. Putnam’s “uncivilized” Indian allowed the tourist to view the 
past of American triumph while in anticipation of its future success through the ongoing 
American Indian boarding school assimilations. The use of Roman triumphal imagery in the 
White City’s architecture allowed the entire exposition to be viewed as a larger narration of a 
triumphal procession. Framing the Midway as the triumphal procession of American success 
highlighted the already exploitative nature of the Midway and revealed additional instances of 












Spaces that held Roman spectacle, like triumphal processions, were political tools that 
illustrated conquest and stolen wealth. Daniel Burnham’s restorative urban utopia invoked 
Roman imperialism to similarly establish a unified national identity in America. The “othering” 
effect created between the White City and the Midway Plaisance turned Burnham’s utopia into 
an American triumphal procession, which signaled historical imperialism through discovery and 
ongoing conquest through the American Indian boarding schools. In doing so, the utopia 
illustrated America’s unique form of imperialism, one that differed from the ancient Romans in 
its emphasis on a continued form of conquest. The architecture in the White City constructed 
connections to a distant ancestor, the ancient Romans, as a means of justifying westward 
expansion and Columbus’s discovery. The Peristyle shared multiple similarities to Roman 
triumphal arches. There were no visual reliefs of violence though the arch was not absent of it. 
The Peristyle had woven its subtle narrative of conquest through inscriptions instead of the 
traditional violent reliefs on Roman triumphal arches. The Peristyle provided its narrative of 
imperialism through visually tame descriptions of conquest that highlighted western discovery 
and the anticipated vanishing Indian. 
The Peristyle exhibited the virtues of American imperialism. The Midway shared these 
same qualities through its captives and spoils displayed with the ethnographic exhibits. The 
captives of westward discovery became the spoils of white triumph through the assimilation 
programs strongly promoted in the Columbian Exposition. The "othering" effect created in the 
exposition’s triumphal procession was shown in two forms. The first resembled the Roman 
version of difference created through the presented foreign material culture. The second came 
from the difference amongst the captives before and after the American Indian boarding schools. 
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The first version represented successful conquest that had occurred in the past. The second type 
was unique to the Midway as conquest was an ongoing battle and an anticipated part of future 
spoils. The ongoing triumph through the American Indian boarding schools was promoted to 
Native Americans that were not assimilated while easing the fears of the White public. Unlike 
the Peristyle, the Midway was much more blatant in its intent to display American conquest.  
When Burnham brought Roman triumphal imagery into the White City and the Midway, 
his restorative utopia exacerbated the exploitative nature of the exposition. This was seen 
through the severe resistance in every stage of the exposition’s development by several Native 
American groups. The “othering” effect that was created in the White City and the Midway 
through Roman triumphal imagery highlighted the fragility of American racial hierarchy. Due to 
the reduced interest in classical virtues in the late 19th century, Burnham felt a strong need for a 
classical revival. This was evident in the Columbian Exposition as American imperialism and 
more specifically, white success was reliant on performative displays of captivity and spoils in 
its attempt to anchor itself to successful Roman imperialism. Burnham’s restorative urban utopia 
was an attempt to reestablish pride in America’s built environment and restore its Roman lineage 
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